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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------"This may be the most important book you will ever read."
"This pamphlet will teach you all that is essential to begin to prepare
and hopefully survive the passage of a celestial object that could
pass within the inner solar system where Planet Earth circles our Sun.
It must be stressed that the intruding object need not necessarily pass
all that close to Earth to affect dramatic Earth Changes."
"We know from historical records and archaeological ruins found the
world over that, in what we now call 'prehistoric times,' there were
millions of people living around the world in very large population
centers. There was a vast worldwide cataclysmic event that
destroyed these civilizations."
"Venus was a massive comet that was originally captured by the
Planet Jupiter an estimated 600 years prior to approximately
3,650 B.C. It was known by many names during the time that it
moved in the plane of the planets, first devastating the water
planet Mars. In that encounter, Venus the huge comet sucked the
atmosphere and oceans from our sister planet, and the ancients
witnessed and recorded this event.
As Venus the comet moved into the area of Earth's orbit around the
Sun, the ancients experienced two separate close Earth 'passages'
that devastated Earth and its inhabitants. We know from the Mayan
Calendar that these two events occurred approximately 57 years
apart, and at least one of these close encounters caused the calendar
to change. It also caused a movement of the north celestial pole
(a physical pole shift) and caused extensive earthquake and volcanic
activity. 75 percent of all species went extinct, yet man survived."
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